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Abstract--In a uniformly convex Banach space, the convergence of Ishikawa iterates to a unique 
fixed point is proved for quasi-nonexpansive mappings under certain conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose D is a nonempty, closed and convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space B and 
T is a mapping of D into itself. The mapping T with nonempty fixed point set F(T) is said to 
satisfy: 
CONDITION A. If there exists a non-decreasing function f : [0, co) + [0, oo) with f(0) = 0 and 
f(r) > 0 for all r E (0, oo) such that 
(I - TT’) 2 1 f(d(+, F)) for all z E D, (1.1) 
whereTp3:=(1--)2+~TzwithO<~<fl<laandd(+,F)= i$IIx - 4, and 
CONDITION B. If there exists a positive real number !c such that 
(1 - TT,) az 1 kd(+, F(T)) for all z E D, (1.2) 
It is noted that the mappings which satisfy Condition B also satisfy Condition A. When ,U = 0, 
both conditions reduce to these of Senter and Dotson [l]. So our Conditions A and B are 
generalized versions of Senter and Dotson. 
In this paper, we use Conditions A and B to prove the convergence of Ishikawa iterates [2]. 
2. ISHIKAWA’S ITERATIVE PROCESS 
Suppose D is a convex subset of Banach space B and T is a self-mapping of D. For 21 E D, 
define a sequence {zcn},“,i such that 
z,+i = (I - on) zn + a,T[(I - Pn) 2, + PJ’z,J, (24 
which is, in terms of notation of Section 1, 
z,+l = (I- o,) 2, + o,J”T’,nz,, (2.2) 
where {a,]% and tPn)Z1 are sequences of positive numbers with 0 5 on 5 pn 2 1. 
Ishikawa [2] has introduced his iterative scheme in the above form imposing certain restrictions 
on CY, and P,,. In this paper, we assume a,, and pn to satisfy 
(i) O<a<cu,<b<land 
(ii) 0 5 Pn 5 ,B < 1. 
We denote the sequence (2.1) by M(zl, (Y,,, P,,,T) where cr, and p,, satisfy (i) and (ii). 
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We note that Senter and Dotson [l] have discussed the convergence of a particular case of the 
sequence (2.1) by taking /3,, = 0 and o, to satisfy (i). 
In discussing the convergence of the Ishikawa iterates, earlier, (Y,, = X and /3,, = /.I for all n are 
assumed that is, x n+~ = T& 21, TX,,, = (I- A) 1-t XT[(I - p) I+ @-‘I. 
3. QUASI-NONEXPANSIVE MAPPINGS AND CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
A mapping T : D + D is called a generalized non-expansive mapping if it satisfies the condition 
for all z,y E D 
llTz - Tyll L 41~ - YII + Ulx - T4l + IIY - TYII) + 4lx - TYII + IIY - T4lh (34 
where a, c 2 0, b > 0 and a + 2b + 2c 5 1. This type of mapping was introduced by Hardy and 
Rogers [3] in metric spaces. 
We now show that T is a quasi-nonexpansive mapping. Suppose p is a fixed point of T. Then 
putting y = p in (3.1), we obtain 
(3.2) 
because a + b + c < 1 - b - c. So T is quasi-nonexpansive. 
Since b > 0, the fixed point of T is unique. For, if possible, suppose p and Q are two fixed 
points of T. Then it follows from (3.1) that 
IIP - 4 5 (a + 2~) lb - 41 c (a + 2b + 2~) Ilp - 4, 
which implies that p = q. 
We next show that 
F(T) = F(Tx,J = F(TT,). 
Obviously F(T) c F(T+). 
Let p E F(Tx+) that is, TA,~ p = p implies TT, p = p. 
It follows from (3.1) that 
(3.3) 
IlTp - PII = IlTp - WPII 
I allp - T,PII + b[llP - Qll + Ilp - T,slI I+ cIITP - T,PII 
I allp-TP~ll +b[Ilp-TPII + ll~-T~~lll+4Il~-T~ll+ IIP-T,~lll, 
(34 
which yields 
(I- b - c> IITP - PII < (a + b + c> IIT,P - PII + Aa + b+ c> IITP - PII. 
This implies that 
whence we obtain Tp = p, since ,u(a + b + c) < (1 - b - c). Thus, F(TA,~) c F(T) leading to 
result (3.3). 
Now it is sufficient to show that the mapping T satisfies Condition B. We have from (3.1) 
IP-‘T,x - PII = IITT,x - TPII 
5 alITfix -PII + bllT,x - TTpxll + 4llTj~ - PII + IITT,x - PII) 
5 (a + 2~) I/z: - PII + blla: - TPzll + bllx - TTp41 
5 (a + 2~) 112 - PII + %+ - PII + bllx - TT,xII. 
(3.5) 
Also, we know that 
[ITT,+ - PII 1 11~ - PII- lb - TT,d. (34 
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From (3.5) and (3.6) we derive 
(a + 2C)II” - pll+ 2bPll~ - pII+ bllc - qJII 2 lb - Pll - IIC - q4 
that is, 
whence we obtain 




0 < k = 2b(l- P) < 1 
1+b - 
Thus, T satisfies Condition B with 0 < k < 1. Thus, by a theorem of Maiti and Ghosh [4], we 
have the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let D be a closed convex subset of a uniformly convex Banach space B and 
T : D -+ D be a mapping which satisfies (3.1) and has a (unique) fixed point in D. Then T 
satisfies condition B and, for any 61 E D, M(tl, a,,, P,,, T) converges to the fixed point of D. 
We next consider a mapping T which satisfies (3.1) with the restriction that 
a,b,c20,0<3a+2b+4c<l. (3.9) 
The restriction (3.9) has been imposed by Ray [5], and Bose and Mukherjee [6]. With this 
restriction we give below a variant of Theorem 1 as: 
THEOREM 2. Let D be a closed convex bounded subset of a uniformly convex Banach space B 
andT: D + D be amappingsatisfying(3.1) with (3.9). Then, for anycl E D, M(zI,cQ,A,T) 
converges to the unique fixed point of T. 
PROOF. The mapping T satisfying (3.1) with (3.9) has a unique fixed point, as D has normal 
structure (see [5]). W e now show that T is quasi-nonexpansive. Let p be the fixed point of T. 
Then, for a 21 E D, we have, from (3.1), 
IlTz - PII = IlTz - TPII 
I 412 - PII + + - T4l + 41~ - PII + cllTa: - PII 
L 412 - PII + b/la: - PII + blP - PII + 41~ - PII + 4lT~ - PII 
= (a + b + c) 11~ - PII + (b + c> IIT2 - PII, 
implying 
IlTa:-~ll I I;;;+;; lb-PII 
I (1 - 2a - b - 3c) II2 _ pll 
(l-b-c) 
{ 
(2c + 2c) 
5 l- (l_b_c) lk-Pll I lb-PII. 
1 
Next, we show that T satisfies Condition B. Let p E F(T). Then we have, from (3.1), 
IITT,x - PII = IIWJ - TPII 
L c+!+ - PII + bllT,z - TT,xll + c{llTp~ - PII + IlTT,z - PII) 
< (u + 2c)Jlx - plJ + bllT,z - 211+ bJl+ - TT,4l 
5 (a + 2c>llt - pII+ Wlla: - Pll + 412 - v44I* 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
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From (3.6) and (3.11), we derive 
2b/4z - p(l + (1+ b)llz - zqJ\l L (1 - Q - 2C)ll~ - Pll 2 2(a + b + 4Ib - PlL 
which implies that 
Thus we have 
112 - ~q4l L 2{a + a(1 - PI + CI llz _ pll l+b 
(3.12) 
112 - qG4 I 412 - PII, (3.13) 
where 
0 < h = 2{Q + b(1 - P) + cl < 1 
l+b 
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